
 

Vector Wireless Charging Task Lamp 
 

Product Name: Vector  
Model #: AUL1023  
Description: LED Task Lamp 
 
Please note the following safety precautions: 
 
This appliance is not intended for use by young children or infirm persons unless they have 
been adequately supervised by a responsible person to ensure that they can use the appliance 
safely. Young children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. 
 
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or 
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard. 
 
To prevent damage to the appliance do not use alkaline cleaning agents when cleaning. Use a 
soft cloth and a mild detergent. Always switch off before cleaning. 
 
Failure to maintain the lamp in a clean condition could lead to deterioration of the surface that 
could adversely affect the life of the appliance and possibly result in a hazardous situation 
 
This product is not repairable. If any parts are broken, the whole unit should be replaced. 
 

Specifications:  
 
Driver Input: 100-240V ~ 50/60Hz 
Driver Output: 12VDC .1.2A 
Power Consumption: 18W 
Globe Type: 6W LED 
Lumens: 480Lm 
Colour Temperature: 2700-5500K 
Wireless Charging Output: 5V/1A(MAX) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Operation Image:                                     
 
 



Using your Vector Lamp 
 

To turn on the lamp, plug the adaptor into power socket and gently tap the “OFF / ON      ” 
switch.  
 
Dimmable Lamp and Colour Changing Modes 
 

1. To adjust the brightness, gently tap and hold the “     ” button located on the light 
control panel. This action will adjust to Min/Max Brightness.  

2. To adjust the colour temperature settings, tap the “M” button located on the light 
control panel. The settings will cycle from Natural, Cool and Warm Light. Tap between 
the settings below.  
 

Warm(2700K) Natural (4300K) Cool (5500K) 
 

 
 

Shut-Down Timer 

 

1. To set Shut-Down Timer, gently hold down the “      ” button. The lamp will flash twice 
when this function is activated, the lamp will shut down after 40min period. To reset this 
function, gently hold down the “      ” button, for a new 40min period to begin. 

 
 

Wireless Charging 
The wireless charger is only compatible with smartphones that support wireless charging. 
Tested with the following phones:  

- Samsung Galaxy models from S6 and above. 
- Apple iPhones version 8 and above. 

 
1. To wirelessly charge device: After turning on Vector Task Lamp, place compatible device 

over the wireless area of the Lamp base. The Power/Battery icon on your device should 
light up to indicate connection for wireless charging. Note: The device will only charge 
when placed on base. For optimal charging, device should be placed on centre of lamp 
base.  

 

Lamp Adjustment 
 

1. To adjust the angle/direction of the lamp: Please note only the neck of the lamp post 
can be rotated/bent. Adjustment of the lower portion of the lamppost may result in 
damage of the lamp. 

 
 


